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The Department for Education (DfE) provides additional funding, known as Pupil           
Premium, in order that specific groups of pupils aged between 5 and 16 years, who may                
be disadvantaged because of family circumstances, can be supported to achieve and            
make good progress. 
  
The Pupil Premium is allocated to schools according to : 

● The number of pupils who have been registered for free school meals at any              
point over the last six years 

● The number of pupils who are or have recently been ‘looked after’ 
● The children of service personnel 

  
Pupil Premium funding is extra to the school’s main funding. It is not allocated to               
individual pupils. Schools have the freedom to decide how it can best be spent on               
eligible pupils to maximise their learning. 
  
Pupil Premium funding therefore aims to ‘close the gap’ as research demonstrates that             
across the country, pupils who fall into the three categories outlined above, achieve less              
well than their peers who are not disadvantaged in this way. 
  
At St Ann’s, only students in Years 8 to 11 inclusive are eligible to receive Pupil                
Premium payments. Students in Years 7, 12, 13 and 14 do not receive Pupil Premium               
even if they are, or have been, in receipt of Free School Meals. 
  
Pupil Premium 2015/2016 
  
In the financial year 2015/2016 St Ann’s received £24,310 for 28 pupils (£950 per              
student) 
  
For the second consecutive year St Ann’s used these funds for eligible students to              
focus on raising individual student achievement during the taught lunch period from            
12.15 to 1pm. 
Pupil Premium funding 2015/2016 was used to buy in four additional School Meal             
Supervisory Assistants (SMSA’s) to support the Pupil Premium cohort to make good            
progress against their personalised lunch time learning intention. 
Progress against each young person’s MAPP lunchtime learning intention for the           
academic year 2015/2016 was used to measure achievement. Each student has in total             
five learning intentions for the academic year and progress is assessed and reported             
back to families on a termly basis. One of these Learning Intentions relates to lunch               
time skills demonstrated during the 12.15 to 1pm period. For most young people their              



lunch time learning intention focuses on eating, drinking, communication, problem          
solving, turn taking, choosing, maintaining appropriate behaviour and social interaction. 
Students are well supported to incrementally improve their skills and to be as             
independent as possible. Members of the Senior Leadership Team, class teachers,           
teaching assistants, SMSA’s, the catering manager, kitchen staff and members of the            
wider multi-disciplinary role all play a key role during this period. 
During the academic year 2014/2015 students within the Pupil Premium cohort made an             
average of 48% progress against their lunch time Learning Intention compared to 46.2%             
for all students across the whole school. We wanted to capitalise on this momentum              
and continue to focus on improving lunchtime skills for Pupil Premium students for a              
second year. The rationale for this decision was as follows 

1. Lunchtime is highly motivating to all young people 
2. Families hugely value their young person being able to manage a meal time             

experience well, as this promotes greater social inclusion both within wider           
family groupings and within the local community 

3. Important functional life skills (eating, drinking, communication and social         
interaction skills) are practised during the lunch period 

4. Students experience a set routine at lunch time with a largely consistent staff             
group and this helps to accelerate progress 

5. We wanted to build on the progress students made in 2014/2015 and ascertain             
the further progress, pupils in receipt of Pupil Premium could make with            
continued targeted input from St Ann’s multi-disciplinary team, particularly         
S&LT, physiotherapist and the school nurse and learning disability nurse and           
additional SMSA input. 

6. We wanted to ascertain the progress of Pupil Premium students in the two             
different venues ie the canteen and their own classrooms. 

7. We wanted to ascertain the impact of specialist dysphagia speech and           
language therapist input for pupil premium students 

8. We wanted to ascertain the impact of rigorous recruitment procedures for           
SMSA’s and the impact of CPD including ‘on the job training’ they had received 

9. We wanted to consider the progress pupil premium students made against their            
lunch time learning intention compared to their other four learning intentions 

10. We wanted to examine the progress of a broader range of cohorts within the              
Pupil Premium group. 

  
Impact of Pupil Premium Funding 2015/2016 
  



Pupil Premium funding 2015/2016 (£24,310) was used to buy in four additional School             
Meal Supervisory Assistants to support the Pupil Premium cohort to make good            
progress against their personalised lunch time learning intention. 
The Department for Education (DfE) provides additional funding, known as Pupil           
Premium, in order that specific groups of pupils aged between 5 and 16 years, who may                
be disadvantaged because of family circumstances, can be supported to achieve and            
make good progress. 
  
The Pupil Premium is allocated to schools according to : 

● The number of pupils who have been registered for free school meals at any              
point over the last six years 

● The number of pupils who are or have recently been ‘looked after’ 
● The children of service personnel 

  
Pupil Premium funding is extra to the school’s main funding. It is not allocated to               
individual pupils. Schools have the freedom to decide how it can best be spent on               
eligible pupils to maximise their learning. 
  
Pupil Premium funding therefore aims to ‘close the gap’ as research demonstrates that             
across the country, pupils who fall into the three categories outlined above, achieve less              
well than their peers who are not disadvantaged in this way. 
  
At St Ann’s, only students in Years 8 to 11 inclusive are eligible to receive Pupil                
Premium payments. Students in Years 7, 12, 13 and 14 do not receive Pupil Premium               
even if they are, or have been, in receipt of Free School Meals. 
  
Pupil Premium 2015/2016 
  
In the financial year 2015/2016 St Ann’s received £24,310 for 28 pupils (£950 per              
student) 
  
For the second consecutive year St Ann’s used these funds for eligible students to              
focus on raising individual student achievement during the taught lunch period from            
12.15 to 1pm. 
Pupil Premium funding 2015/2016 was used to buy in four additional School Meal             
Supervisory Assistants (SMSA’s) to support the Pupil Premium cohort to make good            
progress against their personalised lunch time learning intention. 
Progress against each young person’s MAPP lunchtime learning intention for the           
academic year 2015/2016 was used to measure achievement. Each student has in total             



five learning intentions for the academic year and progress is assessed and reported             
back to families on a termly basis. One of these Learning Intentions relates to lunch               
time skills demonstrated during the 12.15 to 1pm period. For most young people their              
lunch time learning intention focuses on eating, drinking, communication, problem          
solving, turn taking, choosing, maintaining appropriate behaviour and social interaction. 
Students are well supported to incrementally improve their skills and to be as             
independent as possible. Members of the Senior Leadership Team, class teachers,           
teaching assistants, SMSA’s, the catering manager, kitchen staff and members of the            
wider multi-disciplinary role all play a key role during this period. 
During the academic year 2014/2015 students within the Pupil Premium cohort made an             
average of 48% progress against their lunch time Learning Intention compared to 46.2%             
for all students across the whole school. We wanted to capitalise on this momentum              
and continue to focus on improving lunchtime skills for Pupil Premium students for a              
second year. The rationale for this decision was as follows 

1. Lunchtime is highly motivating to all young people 
2. Families hugely value their young person being able to manage a meal time             

experience well, as this promotes greater social inclusion both within wider           
family groupings and within the local community 

3. Important functional life skills (eating, drinking, communication and social         
interaction skills) are practised during the lunch period 

4. Students experience a set routine at lunch time with a largely consistent staff             
group and this helps to accelerate progress 

5. We wanted to build on the progress students made in 2014/2015 and ascertain             
the further progress, pupils in receipt of Pupil Premium could make with            
continued targeted input from St Ann’s multi-disciplinary team, particularly         
S&LT, physiotherapist and the school nurse and learning disability nurse and           
additional SMSA input. 

6. We wanted to ascertain the progress of Pupil Premium students in the two             
different venues ie the canteen and their own classrooms. 

7. We wanted to ascertain the impact of specialist dysphagia speech and           
language therapist input for pupil premium students 

8. We wanted to ascertain the impact of rigorous recruitment procedures for           
SMSA’s and the impact of CPD including ‘on the job training’ they had received 

9. We wanted to consider the progress pupil premium students made against their            
lunch time learning intention compared to their other four learning intentions 

10. We wanted to examine the progress of a broader range of cohorts within the              
Pupil Premium group. 

 
 



Impact of Pupil Premium Funding 2015/2016 
  
Pupil Premium funding 2015/2016 (£24,310) was used to buy in four additional School             
Meal Supervisory Assistants to support the Pupil Premium cohort to make good            
progress against their personalised lunch time learning intention. 

 
During the academic year 2014/2015 students within the Pupil Premium cohort made an             
average of 48% progress against their lunchtime Learning Intention compared to 46.2%            
for all students across the whole school. 
During the academic year 2015/2016 students within the Pupil Premium cohort made an             
average of 53.94% progress against their lunchtime Learning Intention compared to           
52.5% for all students across the whole school. 



 

 
Within the Pupil Premium cohort, Post 16 students performed slightly better than the             
KS3/4 students and both groups out-performed the whole school cohort. There were a             
higher number of SLD students within the Post 16 cohort than the KS3/4 cohort ie more                
able students and these students were generally based in the canteen. Learning            
Intentions for Post 16 students were often focussed on socialisation and independent            
living skills. 



 

 
Pupil Premium cohort students who presented with complex feeding, drinking and           
swallowing needs (Dysphagia) performed particularly well compared to the whole          
school cohort. These students generally require consistent 1:1 staffing to meet their            
feeding, drinking and swallowing needs or to access them to other areas of learning.              
Students with non-dysphagia needs did not perform as well as the dysphagia cohort             
and their performance was slightly below that of the whole school cohort. This may be               
because staffing levels for non-dysphagia students are lower than those for students            
with dysphagia, possibly resulting in less effective input and/or recording of progress            
made against lunch time learning intentions. It may also be because adults are             
intervening too early with students with non –dysphagia needs or students are            
demonstrating ‘learned helplessness’ particularly when the learning intention is around          
being more independent, making choices or communicating needs. 
 
 
 



Within the Pupil Premium cohort, canteen venue students performed better than the            
classroom venue cohort and both groups out-performed the whole school cohort.           
Students based in classrooms for lunch generally present with a greater complexity of             
need eg complex medical, sensory integration, feeding, postural management or          
behavioural needs than their peers based in the canteen. 

 

 
In conclusion the additional SMSA’s who were recruited and well trained through the             
Senior Leadership Team, class teams, the SMSA team and through therapist input,            
have contributed to raising achievement against the lunch time Learning Intention for all             
students within the Pupil Premium cohort. 
Staff will further investigate the above hypothesises to help school to effect the ongoing              
progress on students within the Pupil Premium group so that any gap in attainment              
compared to the whole school population continues to be narrowed. 

 


